
SKETCH: BIRDS OF SE LONDON0 

 

  [SOUND OF BIRDS SINGING - DOOR BELL CHIMES - DOOR OPENS] 

 

MS JAY: Hell-ooo. What can I do for you, young man? 

 

COLIN: Ms Jay? My name's Wren, Colin Wren. I represent the BBC. I rang earlier. 

 

MS JAY: I do have a TV licence. Do you want to come in and see it? 

 

COLIN: No, I mean I the represent the British Bird Charity. To come to the point... 

 

MS JAY: Please do. Will you come inside? 

 

COLIN:  No, I'll be brief. Ms Jay, we at the BBC are very concerned, about the rare bird  

  sightings you've been posting to our website. We believe they jeopardise our  

  reputation. 

 

MS JAY: What is the problem? I have a big generous garden. All sorts of birds know they're 

  welcome here. Won't you take off your coat? Well, suit yourself. You were saying? 

 

COLIN: On Monday last you reported a flock of “Pink flamingoes, too many to   

  count.” Really? In England? It's unheard of. What were they doing? 

 

MS JAY: Playing basketball with my pond toad. I saw red and shooed them all away. 

 

COLIN: I see. But after that you also report a Kakapo, a Bald Eagle, a Blue-eyed   

  ground-dove and not one, but two Great Boobies... Ms Jay, these happen to be some 

  of the rarest birds in existence.  

 

MS JAY: So? Even rare birds have to be somewhere, don't they? 

 

COLIN: But... HERE? Of all the places in the world. How? 

 

MISS C:  Birds have wings, you silly. To get around, eh? And you an expert! 

 

COLIN: But the Kakapo is a flightless bird from New Zealand, Ms Jay. How could it  

  possibly be in a London garden? That's a distance of nearly 12,000 miles. 

 

MS JAY:  It walked, I suppose. The poor thing did look tired. 

 

COLIN: Walked?  

 

MS JAY: Or hitched a lift. Birds are intelligent resourceful curious creatures, Mr Wren. They 

  like to get out and about. Are you sure you won't come inside to discuss this? I have 

  muffins – Home made – Hot from the oven. 

 

COLIN: I don't care for muffins. But if you have pictures... 

 

MS JAY: Of course I do. Oh, you mean of the birds? Sorry, no. They're very camera shy. 

 

COLIN: [SIGHS] So, Ms Jay, you insist that all these sightings are genuine?  



 

MS JAY: Of course. What do you take me for? 

 

COLIN: Even the Pterodactylus antiquus who spent all day here yesterday? Or so you say. 

  With you feeding it chicken nuggets? 

 

MS JAY: Terry? You mean Big Terry? He's always round here. You ask anyone in our street. 

  Well, not her at Number 23 obviously.  

 

COLIN: But it is a scientific fact, Ms Jay, that Pterodactyls have been extinct for over 66  

  million years. They are extinct.. 

 

MS JAY: Not in Penge, they aren't.  

 

COLIN: THEY ARE SO EXTINCT! THERE ARE NO PTERODACTYLS LEFT   

  ANYWHERE! AND CERTAINLY NOT IN PENGE! 

 

MS JAY: (Softly) Can I ask you to lower your voice, Mr Wren? Terry's sensitive. Paranoid, 

  even. If he heard you saying that there's no knowing what he might do. I mean,  

  he's lovely, and he wouldn't hurt a fly. But he'd tear a big strong man like you  

  to pieces as soon as look at you. 

 

COLIN:  I can see I'm wasting my time, Ms Jay. You won't be hearing from me or the  

  BBC ever again. GOOD DAY! 

 

  [SOUND: FIERCE PRIMORDIAL SCREECH. FLAP OF MIGHTY WINGS.] 

 

MS JAY: (SHOUTS) Terry, Terry! Bad Bird! Bad Bird! No! No! Leave the gentleman alone. 

 

COLIN: (PANTING) Ms Jay, Ms Jay, please might I come inside now? 

 

MS JAY: Of course. So what changed your mind, Colin? Why don't you call me Polly? 

 

  [SOUND: DOOR SHUTS. SQUAWKING INCREASES, FADES. BIRDSONG.] 

 


